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Leadership in theological education in times of corona 

 

1. Introduction  

In this contribution, I will reflect on the theme of Religious Educational Leadership at a time that the 

corona pandemic is gripping society. This reflection will be personal in the sense that I bring into 

discussion my own role as a leader of a theological faculty in Belgium. At the same time, it will be an 

academic reflection, embedding the discourse in the broader theme of Religious Education and the 

role of normativity. 

The Evangelische Theologische Faculteit, Leuven (ETF Leuven),1 in Belgium, like any other 

theological faculty, can be understood as a particular form of religious education. As such, 

theological education is engaged in what Mary Hess describes as the core of any religious education 

practice: “the re-asking and re-engagement of the depth questions a religious tradition has asked.”2 

The main question in this contribution is: How does one fill in Religious Educational Leadership in 

theological education, in a time of corona and its accompanying measures? In answering this 

question I will reflect on my own experiences in the past year as a Rector of ETF Leuven and bring 

these experiences in conversation with literature on the role of normativity in Religious Education, in 

particular as I discussed in the recently published article “Learning in Encounter and Addressing 

Normativity in Religious Education Faculties/Programs”.3  

The structure of this contribution is as follows. First, I outline the way in which the corona 

pandemic impacted on ETF Leuven (section 2). Next, I discuss the theme of normativity in Religious 

Education and how this is related to Religious Educational Leadership (section 3). Section 4 provides 

a reflection on Religious Educational Leadership in a theological faculty, particularly from the 

perspective of the theme of normativity. To do so, analyses of personal public writings with regard 

to corona and theological education will be presented. This contribution ends with section 5 

providing a conclusion and some final remarks. 

 
2. ETF Leuven and Impact Corona Pandemic 

ETF Leuven offers a Bachelor of Arts and a Master of Arts in Theology and Religious Studies, and an 

international doctoral programme.  In addition, ETF Leuven provides a teacher training programme 

in Protstants-Evangelisch Religious Education. Through ETF Open University, a large part of the 

                                                            
1 https://www.etf.edu/en/  
2 C. L. Hess, “Religious Education,” in The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Practical Theology (West Sussex (UK): 
John Wiley & Sons, 2014), 299. 
3 A. (Jos) de Kock, “Learning in Encounter and Addressing Normativity in Religious Education 
Faculties/Programs,” Religious Education 115, no. 4 (August 7, 2020): 426–35, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/00344087.2020.1789415. 

https://www.etf.edu/en/
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bachelor and master programme is also offered through blended learning. At the moment about 225 

students are enrolled in the different programmes. If they so choose, students can live in one of the 

sixty student living quarters on the campus.  

The past year was marked worldwide by the corona pandemic. The measures taken by the 

Belgian and Flemish governments to contain the infections affected everyone in society, including 

the sector of higher education. How did the corona pandemic and its accompanying measures 

impact ETF Leuven as a theological faculty? Friday 13 March, it had to be communicated that all 

teaching would take place online as of Monday 16 March, that employees would have to work at 

home as much as possible and that planned events would be suspended in the short term. Soon 

afterwards, visiting hours at the library were curtailed.  

The academic year 2019-2020 was completed with only online education, but the exams 

could be held on-campus with the necessary hygiene measures and physical distance. From mid-

May, the government's corona measures eased and staff could again have a limited presence in the 

offices and residents of the living quarters who had left for home in March could return. At the end 

of September, the new academic year 2020-2021 started with the possibility of physical education, 

taking into account social distancing. Already on 2 November, however, a switch had to be made to 

a “code red” regime, with the consequence that halfway through the first education semester, there 

was once again a switch to entirely online education and for the staff of ETF Leuven, working from 

home once again became the norm. 

For both administrative, technical and academic staff, the impact of the corona pandemic 

was great. A large part of the past year had to be spent working from home. The personal contact on 

the work floor was missed, in meetings as well as in coffee breaks, in the corridors and at the weekly 

chapel celebrations. And at the same time, work was made more difficult because the home 

environment cannot offer the peace and quiet that an office environment can. On top of that, other 

family members also had to work from home or were taught online. The latter placed additional 

demands on people, requiring constant attention throughout the working day.  

The home environment as a new work environment resulted in additional work pressure for 

many. At the same time, corona measures in society and at the ETF Leuven were constantly evolving. 

The resulting need to switch gears continuously, combined with many hours spent behind the 

computer via Zoom, led to the necessary fatigue. Within the organisation, every effort was made to 

keep the pressure and fatigue manageable and not to overburden each other.  
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3. Layers of Normativity and Religious Educational Leadership 

This contribution provides a reflection on the theme of Religious Educational Leadership at a time 

that the corona pandemic is gripping society and the accompanying corona measures are impacting 

faculties like ETF Leuven (see section 2). This reflection is embedded in the discourse on the broader 

theme of normativity in Religious Education and Religious Education research. In this section, I 

briefly discuss this theme of normativity by summarizing the main plea of De Kock (2020) in 

“Learning in Encounter and Addressing Normativity in Religious Education Faculties/Programs”4 and 

how this is related to Religious Educational Leadership. In this discourse, normativity is understood 

as “… the existence, working, or formation of standards or convictions in practices and in the 

observation and interpretation of practices.”5  

Following De Kock, Sonnenberg, and Renkema (2018),6 the article distinguishes between 

four layers of normativity in practical theological research projects in general, that are thus also 

applicable for practical theological studies on practices of Religious Education: (1) the layer of 

discourse in religious practice; (2) the layer of professional theory of practice; (3) the layer of 

academic theory of practice; and (4) the layer of the metatheoretical foundation of the research 

project. 

 (1) The layer of discourse in religious practice is about verbal, non-verbal, and textbased 

discourses that become visible in practices. “These discourses reflect standards and convictions in 

the tradition of the practice, as well as the current standards and convictions of actors (including the 

researcher) in the practice”.7 (2) The layer of professional theory of practice is about “standards and 

convictions situated in operant theories of practice or, in other words, theories of practice at work. 

This layer has particularly to do with normativity as observed in theories construed on the basis of or 

directing performances in these religious practices”.8 (3) The layer of academic theory of practice is 

about “normativity situated in academic theories of practice that can be found in handbooks, 

academic journal articles, scientific theories, and so on”.9 (4) The layer of the metatheoretical 

foundation of the research project has to do with “how the researcher, the research group, or the 

research community considers the particular empirical research study in terms of how the empirical, 

                                                            
4 de Kock. 
5 Jos de Kock, Ronelle Sonnenberg, and Erik Renkema, “Normativity in Empirical Youth Ministry Research,” 
Journal of Youth and Theology 17, no. 2 (December 12, 2018): 82, https://doi.org/10.1163/24055093-
17021047. 
6 de Kock, Sonnenberg, and Renkema, “Normativity in Empirical Youth Ministry Research.” 
7 de Kock, Sonnenberg, and Renkema, 86. 
8 de Kock, Sonnenberg, and Renkema, 87. 
9 de Kock, Sonnenberg, and Renkema, 88. 
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the theoretical concepts, and the personal convictions and experiences of the researcher are related 

to one another”.10 

The article continues with a discussion of what consequences a sufficient reflection on these 

layers of normativity have for Religious Education Faculties/Programs.11. Among these consequences 

are that students are to be stimulated to constantly engage (positively) critically with RE approaches 

taught in the handbooks they might use and bring these into dialogue with what can be experienced 

in encounters with faith practices and theological practices in the here and now. Also a 

methodological consequence is discussed: developing and using qualitative research designs 

including well fledged interviewing techniques and ethnographical methods, through which data are 

gathered by observing carefully and listening attentively. All in all, the article pleas for an approach 

in RE faculties/programs that will help students to wait a minute and give a real encounter with the 

object of study a chance, reflecting on how best to try to understand what is going on. To wait a 

minute to weigh up alternatives to RE theories with which to understand and analyze RE practices 

and to design research instruments for studying these practices. 

Careful attention to normativity is important, not only for students and not only for research 

methodology within Religious Education programs, but also for leadership in Religious Education. 

This is also true for theological faculties understood as a particular form of Religious Education. In a 

theological faculty, the theme of normativity should be reflected on with contributions from the full 

range of biblical, historical, systematic, and practical theology, and religious studies. It is highly 

important to work on a sufficient understanding of the role of normativity and its different aspects 

among scholars in the theological faculty. As a consequence, in-depth attention to how normativity 

is “at work” in research studies and in the personal thoughts and practices of teachers and students 

is critical. Religious Educational Leadership in a theological faculty is directed towards observing and 

understanding this normativity “at work”, giving direction in terms of reflection on normativity in the 

faculty, both in relationship to theology and in relationship to everyday practice, and stimulating 

normative discourses in order to critically engage with one’s own and others’ theological beliefs in 

relationship to current developments. In this contribution, thus, attention for normativity in 

Religious Educational Leadership is discussed in relationship to the worldwide development of the 

corona pandemic. 

 

  

                                                            
10 de Kock, Sonnenberg, and Renkema, 88. 
11 For the full discussion, see: de Kock, “Learning in Encounter and Addressing Normativity in Religious 
Education Faculties/Programs,” 432–34. 
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4. Normativity in Religious Educational Leadership in a Theological Faculty: A Reflection. 

Section 4 provides a reflection on Religious Educational Leadership in a theological faculty, 

particularly from the perspective of the theme of normativity. To do so, analyses of personal public 

writings with regard to corona and theological education will be presented.  

Observing a Main Tension 

As Rector of our theological faculty I chose for two acting (speaking out) in two directions when it 

comes to normativity in relationship to the corona pandemic. In the first place I tried to ensure that 

there was sufficient space in various forums (online meetings, one to one conversations, email 

exchanges, etc.) for people to speak out about there experiences in the corona crisis, including 

normative standpoints; and ensuring for me there was sufficient space to listen to these voices. As 

we saw at the end of section 3, this attention for personal thoughts and practices of teachers and 

students is critical. Among students I observed on the one hand, especially in the beginning phase of 

the pandemic, an attitude of “we understand the restrictions because of the corona measures and 

we fully agree being restricted in physically coming together for educational purposes”. On the other 

hand, as the pandemic continued as were the corona measures, some students expressed feelings of 

disappointment and feelings of being disadvantaged by from their perspective restrictions too 

unreasonable. 

A comparable observation could be done of the staff members: on the one hand 

understanding, on the other hand, especially when time proceeds, a feeling of fatigue and 

sometimes feelings of impatience suggesting more easing of corona measures should be possible in 

their and our situation as ETF Leuven. A main tension which lies beneath these “on the one hand – 

on the other hand” expressions is between on the one end of the spectrum the personal and 

communal direction towards the wellbeing of others, mostly vulnerable people, for which one is 

willing to be restricted in own life; and on the other end of the spectrum the personal and 

communal direction towards the wellbeing of oneself and each other in the own group, thinking an 

ease of restrictions will not lead to that much more suffer of others. 

 

Personal, Public Writings 

In the second place, I chose to act or ‘speak out’ in writings, at the same time internally ánd publicly, 

in reaction to the main normative tension described above. This speaking out as a religious 

educational leader itself is a normative voice with which I entered the (normative) discourses on 

education in general and theological education in particular in times of corona. A theological faculty 

which is part of a country’s educational system, in this case, the Belgian and Flemish society, also 

serves a public interest: theological education is not only directed to the formation of individual 
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students interested in theology; as education it is also a service to society. In that regard, I chose to 

let my voice be both an internal and public voice. In this section an analysis will presented of four of 

these writings: three “Words from the Rector” on the homepage of our website and one opinion 

piece in a Dutch Christian newspaper.  

 

Words from the Rector: Two Main Messages 

The three "Words from the rector" were published on the homepage of ETF Leuven12 successively in 

March 2020, May 2020 and January 2021. Appendix 1 contains the full texts of these writings. The 

following two main messages stand out when we analyze the normativity that permeates these 

three messages: two messages that are a continuity in the three successive writings.  

In the first place, there is the message of education in the country in general and ETF Leuven 

in particular being strong and resilient organizations. In a way, looking from more distance now, it 

sounds a bit triumphantly: “All education takes place online, researchers work from home and the 

safest possible living situation on the peda is ensured. The resilience and inventiveness of educational 

colleagues throughout the country is admirable. As a result, many pupils and students can continue 

to receive education in these special times.”  

This message of being strong and resilient is once more underlined by a communication of a 

“we are ready for it” mentality: “We are now approaching the end of the second semester of the 

academic year 2019-2020. That means exam time. With this in mind, our campus has been prepared 

to receive students. We are pleased that with the necessary measures with regard to social 

distancing and hygiene it is possible to receive our students at ETF Leuven for this important part of 

the study. Meanwhile, we are also in preparation for the new academic year 2020-2021 that starts 

on 21 September 2020 (…) If necessary, we are very flexible to (partially) switch to online education. 

The experience of the past weeks has shown that ETF Leuven is a powerful community with the 

ability to pursue the wellbeing of the student and provide good education under all circumstances.” 

In the second place there is the message of ETF Leuven being a praying or intercessory 

community. This is illustrated by the final section of both the first and third ‘Word of the Rector’: “As 

an ETF community we believe in a God who wants to be near in all circumstances. That is why we 

pray for the sick in our society, for our government and for healthcare personnel. And we pray for 

education in our country. Also for our own education here at ETF Leuven. We are touched; and we 

ask God to be near.” 

The messages of being a strong and resilient institute and being a praying or intercessory 

community reveal an important layer of normativity, namely a layer that has to do with self-

                                                            
12 https://www.etf.edu/en/ 

https://www.etf.edu/en/
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perception and a self-understanding of the own faculty and which one wants to communicate. To 

summarize this communicated normativity: “We are an institution that stands strong and that sees 

itself as a praying community for the most vulnerable in this crisis”.  

 

 

Words from the Rector: Three Discourses or Counter Voices 

Next to the two main messages, in the course of the three “Words from the rector”  there are three 

discourses that are conducted. These three discourses each in its own way critically balance or even 

counter the self-perception and self-understanding of ETF Leuven being a strong and resilient 

institute. These three “counter voices” can be summarized as follows. 

The first counter voice sounds like this: “We cannot continue as if nothing has happened and 

sometimes we have to park our own targets.” This counter voice puts a normative position to the 

fore that says despite strong and resilient, our faculty should relativize the own work in favor of a 

directedness towards higher goals and needs in a society “in crisis”.  

A second counter voice is: “We are a community that is fully committed and, at the same 

time, fully dependent.” This counter voice puts a normative position to the fore that shed light on 

the dependency in the midst of being strong and resilient. These qualifications are not product of 

our own efforts but a gift, from day to day, from God.  

A third counter voice addresses the difficulty of staying strong and resilient: “We live with a 

mixture of stress, fatigue, the feeling of 'just a little more patience', new hope and new perspective. 

In that mixture of feelings, we are also ETF community. A community in which we study and work 

together. A community that suffers because many of us have become distanced from each other. And 

unfortunately, we have to keep that up for a while. But we realise that this is the least we can do 

together in solidarity with everyone in society to contain the spread of the virus. This is a 

responsibility we must and can shoulder together. We do so with our heads held high and we 

persevere in doing so now that it matters most.” This counter voice not only shed light on that our 

strength and resilience have its limits, but also warns for self-pity. Endurance might be tested but we 

should envision that living with restrictions is the least we can do. This counter voice brings us back 

to the second main message of being a praying faculty who relativizes its own struggles in light of 

the suffering of many others in society who are less advantaged in or as a result of the corona 

pandemic.  
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Normativity with regard to the Core-Business: Practicing Theology 

The two main messages of resilience and intercession and the three discourses or counter voices as 

described above are mainly related to the self-understanding of the faculty as an institute and as a 

community of students and staff. In addition to speaking out in these internal public “Words from 

the rector”, I also took a moment to normatively reflect in an opinion piece in a Dutch Christian 

newspaper. This opinion piece was not so much about the self-understanding of the faculty but 

about a normative reflection on the core business of theological faculties and church leaders: 

practicing theology, and in particular practicing theology in times of corona. The opinion piece (in 

Dutch) is included in Appendix 2. 

The reason to speak out publicly about practicing theology in times of corona was the 

observation of a “right now” feeling under church leaders and theologians: "Right now we as a 

church have to be there for vulnerable people"; "right now we have to let our message of hope be 

heard". "Right now we can be relevant as theologians because everyone is looking for something to 

hold on to, overwhelmed by uncertainty”; "right now we can put the question of God back on the 

agenda in a fresh way: where is He in this corona crisis?” All these "right now" issues challenge 

theologians. What I observed was that among quite some theologians who publicly spoke out about 

church, theology and corona these “right now” issues lead to “quick fix” answers, suggesting it is 

rather simple to know how to theologically (and normatively!) think about the corona pandemic, 

God and life, and the future of the world. 

Instead, in the opinion piece I argue for an academy that would counteract the tendency 

towards quick fix analysis and create room for really good observing and listening and fundamental 

hesitation. I observed this fundamental hesitation to speak out as theologians being challenged. I 

plead for a hesitative attitude of theologians: “Do I, as a theologian, maintain a receptive attitude: 

what do I see, what do I hear, what do I smell, what do people say, what do I see of the church, what 

do I sense of God? What perspectives other than my own are there and what do they tell me? Do I 

allow them?” 

Theologians have been pondering questions about God and life, including life crises, for 

much longer than today. Thinking through these questions and searching for (provisional) answers 

has often taken a long time. Because it takes time and a modest attitude. Reality is complex and who 

would argue that this does not apply to subjects such as God, uncertainty in life and lockdowns? 

Academics and theologians should therefore be modest, even hesitant. Modest and hesitant 

because they are searching and groping. And this is exactly how theologians can be of service to the 

church and society. 
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The opinion piece, thus, reveals a normative position that favors theological hesitation over 

theological knowing in times of corona. The opinion piece therefore concludes: “Especially now, it is 

a time of not knowing many things and marveling at them. A theological faculty offers space for this. 

Not just and “right now”, but always. And perhaps now with limited means, that is. Hesitating, 

modest and offering space and time to consider and reconsider. To be of service to church and 

society, not just "right now" but in the long term.” 

 

5. Conclusion and final remark 

Main question in this contribution was: How does one fill in Religious Educational Leadership in 

theological education, in a time of corona and its accompanying measures? In answering this 

question I reflected on own experiences and public writings in the past year as a rector of ETF 

Leuven, in particular against the background of the role of normativity in Religious Education. 

This contribution illustrated that when it comes to the normative dimension of Religious 

Educational Leadership I chose to walk different pathways. In the first place I tried to ensure that 

there was sufficient space in various forums (online meetings, one to one conversations, email 

exchanges, etc.) for people to speak out about there experiences in the corona crisis, including 

normative standpoints; and ensuring for me there was sufficient space to listen to these voices. 

In the second place, I chose to act or ‘speak out’ in writings, at the same time internally ánd 

publicly, in reaction to a main normative tension I observed: the tension between on the one end of 

the spectrum the personal and communal direction towards the wellbeing of others, mostly 

vulnerable people, for which one is willing to be restricted in own life; and on the other end of the 

spectrum the personal and communal direction towards the wellbeing of oneself and each other in 

the own group, thinking an ease of restrictions will not lead to that much more suffer of others. 

Two main messages appeared to be central to these public writings: The theological faculty 

being a strong and resilient institute and being a praying or intercessory community. These main 

messages reveal an important layer of normativity, namely a layer that has to do with self-

perception and a self-understanding of the own faculty and which one wants to communicate. 

In addition to these main messages, there appeared to be three normative discourses or 

counter voices operant in the public writings. A first counter voice is saying, despite strong and 

resilient, the theological faculty should relativize the own work in favor of a directedness towards 

higher goals and needs in a society “in crisis”. A second counter voice speaks about the qualifications 

of being strong and resilient are not product of one’s own efforts but a gift, from day to day, from 

God. And a third counter voice sheds light on our strength and resilience having its limits, and at the 

same time warns for self-pity. 
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In the third place, when it comes to the core-business of theological faculties, which is 

practicing theology, I communicated a normative position that favors theological hesitation over 

theological knowing in times of corona. A theological faculty offers space for this: hesitating, modest 

and offering space and time to consider and reconsider. As mentioned in the Introduction, a 

theological faculty is also a special form of religious education and as such, it is engaged in what Hess 

describes as the core of any religious education practice: “the re-asking and re-engagement of the 

depth questions a religious tradition has asked.”13 A hesitative attitude of theologians in times of 

corona does not hinder practicing theology but serves practicing theology. It opens the space for 

truly re-asking of and re-engaging with the depth questions of a religious tradition, together with the 

depth, more than once existential, questions people ask themselves in these times of corona. 

This contribution was a highly personal reflection on personal experiences and a 

presentation of my own personal, professional and theological normative positions. The question 

how to fill in Religious Educational Leadership in theological education, in a time of corona and its 

accompanying measures has been answered from this personal perspective. This is of course not to 

say that this personal perspective is the only one, the best one, or even a good one. This 

contribution should be read as a personal reflection with the aim to work as an invitation to the 

reader to reflect on the own Religious Educational Leadership practices, also from a normative 

perspective.  

-  
  

                                                            
13 Hess, “Religious Education,” 299. 
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Appendix 1: Three Words from the Rector 

 

Message 1. 23 March 2020 

 

TOUCHED 

 

Dear readers, 

 

Developments around the Coronavirus have been very rapid in recent days. ETF Leuven, under the 

leadership of a special committee, has been able to anticipate timely and has taken the necessary 

measures for students, colleagues and residents. For example, all education takes place online, 

researchers work from home and the safest possible living situation on the peda is ensured. 

 

The resilience and inventiveness of educational colleagues throughout the country is admirable. As a 

result, many pupils and students can continue to receive education in these special times.  

 

Yet we cannot continue as if nothing has happened. And that is certainly not possible in school 

contexts where the primary focus is on education of people. People are getting sick because of the 

Corona virus. People are dying because of the consequences of the virus. People worry about their 

own health and that of close family members. People feel insecure. Because children are cared for at 

home, homeworkers are not always able to give the work 100% attention.  

 

People have been touched in several ways by the developments. Education should not want to 

ignore this, because education is people's work. We strive for as much continuity as possible, but we 

cannot pretend that nothing has happened. We have to carry the pain together as much as possible. 

We must create space to set the right priorities, we must be patient, we must help each other, live 

with each other and suffer with each other, and sometimes park our own targets.  

 

As an ETF community we believe in a God who wants to be near in all circumstances. That is why we 

pray for the sick in our society, for our government and for healthcare personnel. And we pray for 

education in our country. We are touched; and we ask God to be near. 

 

Jos de Kock 

Rector. 
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Message 2. 29 May 2020 

 

AGILE  

 

Dear readers, 

 

These past weeks have been extraordinary! As a result of the rapid developments with regard to the 

coronavirus, academic life and work at ETF Leuven has been organized very differently. For example, 

all education took place online, researchers are working from home and various measures are being 

taken to ensure the safest possible living situation on the peda. 

 

We are now approaching the end of the second semester of the academic year 2019-2020. That 

means exam time. With this in mind, our campus has been prepared to receive students. We are 

pleased that with the necessary measures with regard to social distancing and hygiene it is possible 

to receive our students at ETF Leuven for this important part of the study. 

 

Meanwhile, we are also in preparation for the new academic year 2020-2021 that starts on 21 

September 2020. Studying theology at ETF Leuven means: international, academically strong, 

attention to spirituality, both residential and through blended learning, and in a wonderful learning 

community in Leuven. See here for all the latest information. 

 

Although we do not know how the Covid-19 pandemic will develop, we expect to start on-campus 

education on the scheduled date. If necessary, we are very flexible to (partially) switch to online 

education. The experience of the past weeks has shown that ETF Leuven is a powerful community 

with the ability to pursue the wellbeing of the student and provide good education under all 

circumstances.  

 

This corona time has also taught us once again that we cannot orchestrate everything, no matter 

how well we do our best. The ETF Leuven is a community that is fully committed and, at the same 

time, fully dependent: serving each other and dependent on God. In this mode we look forward to 

the time that lies ahead of us.  

 

Prof. Dr. Jos de Kock 

Rector. 

https://www.etf.edu/toekomstige-theologiestudent/
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Message 3. 25 January 2021 

 

THE LEAST WE CAN DO 

 

What complicated times we live in. Our lives are restricted by the circulation of the coronavirus 

worldwide and by various governmental measures aimed at containing the spread of the virus. At 

the same time, vaccines have been developed and vaccination campaigns launched. We live with a 

mixture of stress, fatigue, the feeling of 'just a little more patience', new hope and new perspective.  

 

In that mixture of feelings, we are also ETF community. A community in which we study and work 

together. A community that suffers because many of us have become distanced from each other. 

And unfortunately, we have to keep that up for a while.  

 

In line with the current Corona measures of the Belgian government, at ETF Leuven all education will 

still take place online at the start of the second semester. As soon as changes in governmental 

measures allow for any less strict measures in higher education and at ETF Leuven in particular, the 

situation will be reviewed. 

 

This is not fun in any way. But we realise that this is the least we can do together in solidarity with 

everyone in society to contain the spread of the virus. This is a responsibility we must and can 

shoulder together. We do so with our heads held high and we persevere in doing so now that it 

matters most. 

 

Again, we ask each other to persevere. It is then a matter of looking each other in the eye, even from 

a distance: a colleague is more than the work she or he does. A student is more than the course she 

or he is taking. We encourage each other and have patience with each other. 

 

As an ETF community we believe in a God who wants to be near in all circumstances. Therefore, we 

pray for the sick in our community, for our government, and for the healthcare personnel. And we 

pray for education in our country. Also for our own education here at ETF Leuven. 

 

Prof. Dr. Jos de Kock 

Rector. 
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Appendix 2”. Opinion piece “Kerken mogen juist nu wel wat bescheidener en aarzelender zijn” 

 

[”Churches may be a little more modest and hesitant just now”] 

 

Published April 18th in Nederlands Dagblad: https://www.nd.nl/opinie/opinie/966779/kerken-

mogen-juist-nu-wel-wat-bescheidener-en-aarzelender-zijn  

 

== IN DUTCH ==  

 

Deze corona tijd lijkt voor veel kerken een “juist nu” tijd te moeten zijn: “Juist nu moeten we er als 

kerk voor kwetsbare mensen zijn”, “juist nu moeten we onze boodschap van hoop laten klinken”. Er 

is wel een enkel praktisch probleem dat om een oplossing vraagt. Hoe maak je werkelijk contact met 

mensen als je door thuisisolatie onbereikbaar voor elkaar bent?  

Theologen volgen met meer dan gemiddelde belangstelling de wijze waarop kerken omgaan 

met de uitdagingen die de corona crisis met zich meebrengt. Tegelijkertijd worden zij zelf ook 

geconfronteerd met vragen die de crisis aan hun eigen vakgebied stelt. Dat geldt ook voor mij. Het is 

nog maar een half jaar geleden dat ik bij gelegenheid van de Opening Academisch Jaar aan de ETF 

Leuven als praktisch theoloog en godsdienstpedagoog het belang uiteenzette van ontmoetingsleren. 

Ontmoetingsleren, zo betoogde ik, is theologisch en pedagogisch van belang voor (a) de 

theologische faculteit (b) de praktische theologie (c) levensbeschouwelijk onderwijs en (d) kerkelijk 

jeugdwerk. Als je bedenkt dat ik daarbij natuurlijk ook de fysieke ontmoeting op het oog had, dan zie 

je meteen dat door de coronacrisis die gedachte op alle vier onderdelen wordt uitgedaagd. 

Bijvoorbeeld: Waar blijf je, als praktisch theoloog, als je door de huidige omstandigheden 

nauwelijks meer empirisch onderzoek kan verrichten? Tenminste, als je werkelijk ter plekke je oren 

en ogen de kost wil geven? Nu ja, genoeg vragen voor mij. En me dunkt, genoeg vragen die op elke 

andere collega theoloog af zullen komen in deze corona tijd. En net als bij kerken bespeur ik onder 

ons theologen soms ook een “juist nu” gevoel. “Juist nu kunnen we als theologen relevant zijn want 

iedereen zoekt nu, overmand door onzekerheid, naar houvast”. “Juist nu kunnen we de vraag naar 

God weer op een frisse manier op de agenda zetten: waar is Hij in deze coronacrisis?”. Allemaal 

“juist nu” issues die theologen uitdagen. Uitdagen om te doordenken en soms uitdagen om zich 

erover uit te spreken. En bij de een blijkt het pad van doordenken naar uitspreken korter dan bij de 

ander. 

Theologen doordenken al veel langer dan vandaag vragen ten aanzien van God en het leven, 

inclusief crises in het leven. Voor het doordenken van deze vragen en het zoeken van (voorlopige) 

https://www.nd.nl/opinie/opinie/966779/kerken-mogen-juist-nu-wel-wat-bescheidener-en-aarzelender-zijn
https://www.nd.nl/opinie/opinie/966779/kerken-mogen-juist-nu-wel-wat-bescheidener-en-aarzelender-zijn
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antwoorden is vaak een lang pad bewandeld. Omdat het tijd vraagt en een bescheiden houdinig. De 

werkelijkheid is complex en wie zou willen beweren dat dat niet geldt voor onderwerpen als God, 

onzekerheid in het leven en lockdowns? Academici en ook theologen dienen daarom bescheiden, ja 

zelfs aarzelend te zijn. Bescheiden en aarzelend, want zoekend en tastend. En precies zo kunnen 

theologen dienstbaar zijn aan kerk en samenleving. 

Bij gelegenheid van diezelfde Opening Academisch Jaar een half jaar geleden pleitte ik 

daarom voor een academie die de neiging tot een quick fix analyse tegengaat en ruimte schept voor 

werkelijk goed observeren en luisteren en fundamentele aarzeling. Ook dat pleidooi wordt in deze 

tijd uitgedaagd: houd ik het als theoloog vol om in een ontvangende houding te blijven: wat zie ik, 

wat hoor ik, wat ruik ik, wat zeggen mensen, wat zie ik van de kerk, wat bespeur ik van God? Welke 

andere dan mijn eigen perspectieven zijn er en wat hebben die mij te zeggen? Laat ik die toe?  

Deze corona tijd is inderdaad een “juist nu” tijd. Maar dan wel zo: Juist nu komt het erop aan 

te ontvangen, te overdenken, te wegen, de blikrichting te verruimen, het oordeel uit te stellen. Juist 

nu is het een tijd van veel dingen niet te weten en je daarin te verwonderen. Een theologische 

faculteit en een theologische opleiding biedt hier ruimte aan. Niet juist nu, maar altijd. En nu 

misschien met beperkte middelen, dat dan weer wel. Aarzelend, bescheiden en ruimte en tijd 

biedend om te overwegen en te heroverwegen. Om niet alleen “juist nu” maar duurzaam van dienst 

te zijn voor kerk en samenleving. En ook kerken doen er goed aan om temidden van hernieuwd 

relevantiebesef en het vele regelwerk in zekere zin bescheiden te blijven: door zorgvuldig waar te 

nemen, te luisteren en veel dingen even niet te weten.  

 

Prof. Dr. Jos de Kock 

Hoogleraar Praktische Theologie aan en Rector van de Evangelische Theologische Faculteit, Leuven. 


